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O n  25 August 1909, Jack London wrote to Cosmopolitan associate edi-
tor Roland Philips: "I am glad that you like 'A Piece of Steak.' I have a sneaking 
liking for it myself. While it's just the story of a broken-down, second-rater 
Australian pug, nevertheless it has a motif that admits of the widest applica-
tion" (Letters 2: 829). London was certainly aware of the breadth of his story's 
underlying thematic dimensions, which center on the conflict between evolu-
tionary theory and social justice, but the Cosmopolitan staff could not stomach 
his raw depiction of prize fighting. The initially enthusiastic Philips wrote back 
to the author on 5 October 1909 that the magazine would not publish the 
story because "there was a certain feeling among our staff that perhaps there 
was a little too much 'meat' in it for our half million lady readers" (2: 830n 2).1 
Most readers today would see this capitulation to the timorous standards of 
the so-called "Iron Madonna" as a validation of London's realistic portrayal of 
boxing; furthermore, upon closer inspection, the story's ethical implications 
actually undermine its depiction of cruel pugilistic violence, ultimately repu-
diating an ethos of social Darwinism—or what Thomas Henry Huxley memo-
rably termed "the gladiatorial theory of existence" (140).2 Like so many of 
London's finely crafted and captivatingly paced stories, the intensely dramatic 
physicality of "A Piece of Steak" serves as a means to deliver a more profound 
and understated parcel of psychological revelations and philosophical ideas. 
The real "meat" of the story is found not its action-packed exoskeleton, which
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Cosmopolitan found so subversive given the purported fastidiousness of its fe-
male readership, but in its protagonist's ethical development, in its thoughtful 
exploration of the ethical challenges presented by Darwinism, and in its im-
plicit socioeconomic critique.

James I. McClintock identifies a crucial thematic opposition in London's 
short fiction that is particularly germane to "A Piece of Steak." This principal 
conflict, he maintains, is between "ideals" and "actuality." According to 
McClintock, London locates the ideal within the individual; it resides in his 
characters' "spirit groping," their everlasting search for completion and heroic 
achievement that entails "a romantic search for identity" (50). Inevitably, such 
idealistic questing comes into conflict with external "actuality," a Darwinian 
universe depicted through various exacting environments: the frozen 
Northland, the hellish South Sea islands, or, as is the case of "A Piece of Steak," 
the urban-industrial complex. Here London explores the tension between ex-
ternal and internal realities through his depiction of 40-year-old Tom King's 
final prizefighting bout, as he is defeated by a youthful challenger from New 
Zealand named Sandel. Although King suffers a physical defeat in the ring, 
London does not leave his protagonist altogether vanquished. Instead, as he 
scraps through his final bout, King reflects evocatively on the sport of boxing 
and the bleakly cyclical nature of life, emerging in the end as a compassionate 
human being rather than just another slugging brute. Ethically, King's newly 
developed capacity for empathy (his internal "ideal") transcends the social 
Darwinism (the external "actuality") that surrounds him, yet he must still sur-
vive within an economic environment that offers little opportunity for a work-
ing class ex-athlete. This ill-fated emergence of King's sympathetic outlook 
within a greed-based society generates the tension through which London deftly 
presents his sociopolitical critique and engages the ethical ramifications of the 
Darwinian synthesis.

Like other American literary naturalists such as Frank Norris and Theodore 
Dreiser, London perpetually emphasized the powerful force that the environ-
ment exerts in molding character. Fittingly, he limns King as a man who has 
been shaped, both physically and psychologically, by his milieu:

It was Tom King's face that advertised him unmistakably for what 
he was. It was the face of a typical prize-fighter; of one who had 
put in long years of service in the squared ring and, by that means, 
developed and emphasized all the marks of the fighting beast. It 
was distinctly a lowering countenance, and, that no feature of it 
might escape notice, it was clean-shaven. The lips were shapeless, 
and constituted a mouth harsh to excess, that was like a gash in 
his face. The jaw was aggressive, bmtal, heavy. The eyes, slow of 
movement and heavy-lidded, were almost expressionless under 
the shaggy, indrawn brows. Sheer animal that he was, the eyes 
were the most animal-like feature about him. They were sleepy,
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lion-like—the eyes of a fighting animal. The forehead slanted 
quickly back to the hair, which, clipped close, showed every bump 
of a villainous-looking head. A nose, twice broken and molded 
variously by countless blows, and a cauliflower ear, permanently 
swollen and distorted to twice its size, completed his adornment, 
while the beard, fresh-shaven as it was, sprouted in the skin and 
gave the face a blue-black stain.

All together, it was the face of a man to be afraid of in a dark 
alley or lonely place. (London 2: 1629-30)

Londons vivid description of King's physical attributes discloses some of 
the more salient aspects of his character: he is immediately intimidating, bru-
tally tough, and purely mercenary in the ring. These malevolent predilections 
are farther shaped and encouraged by economic pressures, as he must fight to 
win as often as possible to provide for his family. With cold calculation, King 
looks upon boxing strictly as a commercial enterprise:

Fighting was a business with him. In the ring he struck to hurt, 
struck to maim, struck to destroy; but there was no animus in it.
It was a plain business proposition. Audiences assembled and 
paid for the spectacle of men knocking each other out. The winner 
took home the big end of the purse. (2: 1630)

Each bout is a financial venture, each opponent an economic opportunity. 
Over the course of his career, the immediate rewards of prizefighting, however 
short lived, seduced King into living a seemingly glamorous lifestyle:

It had been so easy. Big money—sharp, glorious fights—periods 
of rest and loafing in between—a following of eager flatterers, 
the slaps on the back, the shakes of the hand, the toffs glad to 
buy him a drink for the privilege of five minutes talk—and the 
glory of it, the yelling houses, the whirlwind finish, the referee's 
"King wins!" and his name in the sporting columns next day.

Those had been the times! (2: 1633)

In this mindset, King tragically aligns himself with the very system that will 
eventually spew him out physically broken and financially bankrupt. As he 
approaches his final bout, however, King's outlook begins to change: "But he 
realized now, in his slow, ruminating way, that it was the old uns he had been 
putting away. He was Youth, rising; and they were Age, sinking" (2: 1633). He 
becomes aware that the trajectory of his career is ultimately governed not by 
his will, his desire, or his skill, but by the inexorable cycle of youth emerging 
and reining momentarily supreme, followed by age descending and suffering 
inevitable defeat. King's striking perspicacity corresponds with Philip Fisher's 
observation that naturalistic plots of exhaustion "have as their central subject 
the realm of energy rather than value. They revolve around strength and weak-
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ness, not good and evil. Their essential matters are youth and age, freshness 
and exhaustion" (171). As he watches young heavyweights being introduced 
to the audience prior to his bout with Sandel, King cons over this cyclical phe-
nomenon:

Always were these youngsters rising up in the boxing game, 
springing through the ropes and shouting their defiance; always 
the old uns going down before them. They climbed to success 
over the bodies of the old uns. And ever they came, more and 
more youngsters—Youth unquenchable and irresistible—and 
ever they put the old uns away, themselves becoming old uns 
and traveling the same downward path, while behind them, ever 
pressing on them, was Youth eternal—the new babies, grown 
lusty and dragging their elders down, with behind them more 
babies to the end of time. (London 2: 1639)

King perceives that throughout his career he participated blindly in this amoral 
youth-age displacement cycle, oblivious in the "heyday of his invincibleness" 
(2: 1635) to the fact that he too would eventually have to go down. Presently, 
though, King realizes that he is the superannuated prey, who will have to des-
perately fend off the unrelenting blows of the dynamic predator Sandel. Sizing 
up his opponent from across the ring, he speculates that the combination of 
his experience and his Sandel's vigor would make the ultimate champion: "As 
[King] sat in his corner, glancing across at his opponent, the thought came to 
him that the sum of his wisdom and Sandel's youth would constitute a world's 
champion heavyweight" (2: 1639). Literally, such an ideal synthesis would 
create the ultimate boxer. By extension, this imaginative union also suggests 
that a just, well-ordered society is one that can benefit from the assets of all its 
individual citizens, judiciously accommodating the vigor of the inexperienced 
youth as well as the wisdom of the seasoned veteran. London, however, re-
frains from promulgating a didactic "political message." Rather than mount-
ing a socialist soapbox to preach a specific political solution, his impulse to-
ward remedying capitalism's ills remains suggestive rather than prescriptive. In 
this instance, Jeanne Campbell Reesman's judicious observation in reference 
to the political currents in London's stories is notably relevant:

It is surprising how few stories [London] wrote that are specifically 
politically "socialist," that is overtly political and overtly 
concerned with issues of labor; only a handful qualify. Yet the 
themes of the Klondike stories, imagination, justice, and 
community, are transformed in stories situated elsewhere— 
especially in urban landscapes—into sharply critical analyses of 
social ills and corrupt power systems. (73)
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London is able to maintain a "critical" position toward society without turning 
this story into a political tract largely because he adeptly filters the story's point 
of view through King's "slow, ruminating" sensibility. The boxer's plight is dire 
and, for the moment, his integrative vision remains beyond the scope of his 
urgent situation, as he goes on to reflect: "But that was the trouble. Sandel 
would never become a world champion. He lacked the wisdom, and the only 
way for him to get it was to buy it with Youth; and when wisdom was his, 
Youth would have been spent in buying it" (London 2:1639). King must now 
deal with the reality that he is past his physical prime and compensate for the 
degeneration of his stamina, strength, and speed. As a result, he draws on his 
years of experience in the ring and in life. Entering so intensely and fully into 
this contemplative state enables him to attain a higher level of consciousness.

This introspection grows most acute after his loss to Sandel as King sits 
alone and recalls again a fight early in his career when he was the "Youth" who 
routed the aging Stowsher Bill who, for reasons the callow King could not 
comprehend at the time, was emotionally pulverized in defeat. Earlier in the 
story, as he walked to his fight with Sandel, King had briefly remembered this 
same bout, musing that "Stowsher Bill had fought for a bigger stake, that night 
twenty years ago, than had Tom King, who had fought for glory and easy money" 
(2: 1633). Stowsher Bill had wept alone, and the naive King had responded 
with derisive laughter. Now, at the end of the story, equally disconsolate, King 
breaks down and identifies entirely with Stowsher Bill's predicament, which 
has suddenly become exactly his own:

His wretchedness overwhelmed him, and into his eyes came an 
unwonted moister. He covered his face with his hands, and, as 
he cried, he remembered Stowsher Bill and how he had served 
him that night in the long ago. Poor old Stowsher Bill! He could 
understand now why Bill had cried in the dressing-room.
(2: 1645)

This excruciatingly painful moment of dejection is also a profoundly stirring 
moment of compassion. The merciless cycle completes itself, but King finally 
squarely confronts the human cost of what he formerly considered merely a 
"business proposition." In identifying with Stowsher Bill, he displays a 
newfound depth for compassion in this ethical epiphany of emotional com-
munion, as he transcends, at least momentarily, the amoral youth-age displace-
ment cycle that characterizes the boxing game in particular and society in gen-
eral.

This final moment of illumination also has important implications in re-
lation to the Darwinian revolution. As an informed student of evolutionary 
theory, London would have been well aware that the import of King's ethical 
epiphany dovetails with the main argument of Thomas Henry Huxley's Evolu-
tion and Ethics. Here Huxley claims "that the ethical process of society depends,
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not on imitating the cosmic process, still less in running away from it, but in 
combating it" (141). The cosmic "dog-eat-dog" process in nature parallels the 
amoral youth-age displacement cycle dramatized throughout the story in the 
boxing game. The antithetical ethical process that emerges in opposition to the 
cosmic survival-of-the-most brutal world of prizefighting is evoked subtly 
throughout the story in King's reflections, appearing most poignantly in his 
final empathetic identification with Stowsher Bill. Thus, London aligns the 
revelatory moral center of his story with the crux of Huxley's ethical conten-
tion that

the strongest, the most self-assertive, tend to tread down the 
weaker. But the influence of the cosmic process on the evolution 
of society is the greater the more rudimentary its civilization.
Social progress means a checking of the cosmic process at every 
step and the substitution for it of another, which may be called 
the ethical process, the end of which is not the survival of those 
who may happen to be the fittest, in respect of the whole of the 
conditions which obtain, but of those who are ethically the best.
(139)

London's story unfolds as the revelation of one individual's internal "social 
progress" in which the diminution of egotism results in a more empathetic 
participation in the interests and well being of others. Advocating the necessity 
of humankind's recognition of the superiority of the ethical over cosmic, Huxley 
goes on to proclaim "that the practice of that which is ethically best—what we 
call goodness or virtue—involves a course of conduct which in all respects, is 
opposed to that which leads to success in the cosmic struggle for existence. ... 
It repudiates the gladiatorial theory of existence" (139-40). King's ethical 
epiphany represents the decisive first step in checking the cosmic process, which 
London cogently objectifies in prizefighting, as boxing becomes a miniature 
model for the most reprehensible aspect of laissez-faire capitalism, namely 
ruthless competition devoid of compassion, sympathy, or charily.

Ostensibly, London presents a telescoped account of the classic naturalis-
tic plot of decline in King's physical defeat. Yet more importantly, this outward 
defeat is the catalyst for the boxer's internal revolution, as he develops the 
capacity for sympathetic identification and moral regeneration in his solidar-
ity with Stowsher Bill. Accordingly, what McClintock termed the "ideal" emerges 
internally via King's ethical epiphany. London, then, depicts a protagonist who 
has gained a key insight through his experience, but for whom questions 
remain: How will this illumination serve him and society? Will he ever be 
able to avail himself and others of this newly acquired wisdom? Ideally, King's 
ethical epiphany would have an enduring ameliorative effect, and through the 
application of his insight he would soon begin to prosper. Such a salubrious 
recovery, however, seems highly unlikely within a society that heedlessly em-
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braces the vitality and the ignorance of youth and blithely discards the experi-
ence and the wisdom of age. All King has to look forward to is working in the 
dockyards—when he can find the work and only for as long as his depleted 
body can function efficiently enough as a manual laborer; for, as the story 
boldly implies, youth rises as wolfishly in the workplace as it does in the ring.

Donald Pizer remarks that naturalistic writers are deeply uncertain as to 
"the value of experience [and] express a profound doubt or perplexity about 
what happens in the course of time" (34). Narratives such as "A Piece of Steak," 
cease to be progressive, as characters fail to profit from their experiences. And 
they tend, as Tom King apparently does, to end up right where they began, if 
not worse off. But Pizer also asserts that naturalistic writers "affirm the signifi-
cance and worth of the skeptical or seeking temperament, of the character who 
continues to look for meaning in experience even though there probably is no 
meaning" (37). Tom King, of course, possesses just such a seeking tempera-
ment. Within himself, he does come to terms with his predicament. If his ethi-
cal epiphany has no lasting effect, that failure will not be from within the self 
but from without, a determinant of the iniquitous urban-industrial milieu, the 
external "actuality" of the story, which hardly seems amenable to Kings 
empathetic awakening. London leaves his protagonist in a position of grave 
uncertainly, but through the delineation of his characters thoughtful and com-
passionate reflections, he reveals the authenticity of the boxers intrinsic hu-
manity, implicitly affirming that this "broken-down, second-rater Australian 
pug" is more than a fleshy unit of cargo in some amoral cycle of life—more 
than just a piece of meat.

Notes
1. "A Piece of Steak" was published in the Saturday Evening Post 182 (November 20, 1909): 6-8, 

42-43; and also appeared in the 1911 collection When God Laughs and Other Stories. The refer-
ences to "A Piece of Steak" in this essay are taken from The Complete Short Stories o f Jack London, 
Labor, Leitz, and Shepard, eds.

2. In his 1886 essay "The American Novelist and His Public" H.H. Boyesen commented nega-
tively on the squeamish character of American literary culture that writers were forced to 
confront: "To be obliged to repress that which is best in him, and offer that which is of slight 
consequence, is the plight to which many a novelist, in this paradise of women, is reduced. 
Nothing is less demanded of him by that inexorable force called public taste, as embodied in 
the editors of the paying magazines, behind whom sits, arrayed in stern and bewildering love-
liness, his final judge, the young American girl. She is the Iron Madonna who strangles in her 
fond embrace the American novelist; the Moloch upon whose alter he sacrifices, willingly or 
unwillingly, his changes of greatness" (49). For a scrupulously discerning discussion of the 
origin and influence o f the "Iron M adonna" see Donna M. Cam pbell's Resisting 
Regionalism: Gender and Naturalism in American Liction, pp. 51-4.
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